Semantic query optimization is the process of utilizing information implied by integrity constraints to reformulate the query into one that generates the same set of answers in a more ef®cient way. The dif®culties of identifying relevant integrity constraints for a given query have been well recognized as have the various solutions. However, most of the previous works consider the query consisting of join(s) of base relations and the integrity constraints on base relations only. We generalize these restrictions and propose a method of identifying relevant integrity constraints for queries involving any combinations of joins and unions of base and de®ned relations. Our method utilizes a query graph that can be constructed dynamically during the query processing time, and, as a consequence, does not rely on heavy preprocessing or normalization. The method is extended to include the use of heuristics for generating a subset of answers. q
Introduction
A database is required to be maintained in a valid state in which data values are restricted by certain constraints, namely, integrity constraints. These constraints, often referred to as semantic knowledge, can be functional dependencies, range restrictions, or even complicated rules that de®ne relationships between attributes of relations. Such information can be used in enhancing the ef®ciency of query processing through a process known as Semantic Query Optimization (SQO). Formally, let C l ; ¼; C n be integrity constraints (ICs) . If the database is in a valid state, then a query Q is logically equivalent to Q^C l1^C n [10] . By applying transformations that preserve equivalence, different forms of the query can be generated. Among these we hope to choose the least expensive one to process.
Deductive database is a very convenient paradigm in which to analyze the interactions between the queries and ICs. The queries, relations, and ICs can all be represented in a single formalism, thus allowing full interactions. Using a relation, Teaches(Professor, Dept, Course, Lab), the query, ª®nd professors who teach courses with programming labº, and the integrity constraint, ªonly professors in the computer science department can teach courses with programming labº, can be represented by Q a and IC 1 , respectively. Q a : Teaches(P, _,_,`program') / p P is a free variable, _ is a don't care condition p IC 2 is also not relevant to the following query, Q b , asking for F#s of faculty members who are either in the computer science (cs) department or advising cs students. IC 2 is relevant only to queries involving the join of the relations Student and Faculty. In Q b , the two relations are involved in a union operation, thus making IC 2 irrelevant to Q b .
Q b : Faculty(F#, _,`cs') _ Student(_,_,`cs', F#)
As these examples suggest, the task of selecting from the set of ICs the ones relevant for the given query is not trivial. In a large database, it is expected that the number of ICs is large enough to make the running of a theorem prover not practical at all. The problem becomes even more complicated when views, or intensional database (IDB) relations, are involved in the query. Most of the previous works in SQO [2, 8, 10, 12, 18] have considered only join queries with no unions. IDB relations tend to introduce unions. In Ref. [2] , when a query involves an IDB relation, it is compiled into a set of join queries on extensional database (EDB) relations and each partial query is processed individually. It is easy to see that processing individual partial queries may cause some redundancy and, moreover, the number of such partial queries will grow exponentially, making the query reformulation process even more complicated.
In this paper, we introduce a method of ef®ciently identifying relevant ICs for a given query at query processing time. The query may have any number of joins and unions of relations. We utilize a query graph in order to identify a set of relevant ICs for a given query. The head of a relevant IC can be used as a valid condition on the original query. Our objective is to collect, as many as possible and as ef®-ciently as possible, such valid conditions from the set of ICs. The stage of actually reformulating the query using this information from the relevant ICs is beyond the scope of this paper (for related work, see Refs. [10, 18] ).
Another type of knowledge that can be utilized in query processing is heuristics. Heuristics, when represented in Horn clauses, are similar in structure to integrity constraints. On the other hand, they differ from integrity constraints in that they represent guesses, hunches, or properties that are not veri®ed. So, in query processing, use of such types of knowledge may result in an incomplete set of answers. Retrieving only a subset of answers from the database is often referred to as few answer retrieval (FAR). We propose vertical and horizontal partitioning techniques to support FAR. We also show how backtracking can be used to guarantee completeness in case the full set of answers for the original query is requested.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state our problem and de®ne our scope. In Section 3, we introduce a way of selecting relevant ICs for a query involving joins and unions of only EDB relations. We generalize this method to queries involving IDB relations in Section 4. Issues on management and application of information obtained from relevant ICs are discussed in Section 5. We extend our discussions to heuristics in Section 6. Simulation results are presented in Section 7, and conclusions in Section 8.
Preliminaries

The database
We assume the reader is familiar with terms and concepts in database query processing [9] and deductive databases [6] . The database consists of three major components; the EDB, IDB and the set of semantic knowledge clauses. We shall use the term database predicate to denote a predicate that represents a database relation, EDB or IDB. Other predicates ( , ,, ., etc.) will be collectively called built-in predicates. Because complex objects will complicate uni®cation and operations in the EDB level, all attributes of the relations are assumed to be simple objects (numbers, character strings, boolean, etc.). We suggest possible ways of lifting this assumption in discussions of Section 8.
Extensional database
The extensional database is the set of ground unit clauses. We will assume that these ground unit clauses are stored as a conventional relational database. Access to this level is made via relational algebraic formulas or equivalent query languages.
Intensional databases
The intensional database (IDB) consists of clauses of the following form:
Ht H Ã P 1 t 1 ; ¼; P n t n where t H and t i , for 1 # i # n; are argument vectors of H and P i , respectively. We assume that the IDB consists of nonrecursive range-restricted de®nite Horn clauses with no Skolem terms [3] or complex objects.
Semantic knowledge
We consider two types of semantic knowledge in our study; integrity constraints and heuristics. The two types of knowledge are represented in Horn clauses, called knowledge clauses. We shall ®rst assume only ICs and extend the scope to heuristics in Section 5. Integrity constraints are represented by range-restricted ®rst order logic Horn clauses that are in Skolem Normal Form [3] . Skolem constants or Skolem functions may appear only in a database predicate in the head of a clause and cannot be shared by two or more clauses, so that we may consider them as don't care conditions similar to the use of the anonymous variable, ª_º, in Prolog [4] .
To simplify uni®cation, we will assume that all clauses, IDB and IC, are recti®ed [2, 21] , i.e. no constants or repeated variables occur in database predicates in the body of an IC clause, since any given clause can be rewritten this way by renaming variables and adding equalities.
Although some IC clauses are different in their form from IDB clauses, some may be quite similar. 1 In a database schema, the role of a clause should be de®ned to be one or the other, and not both. While the role of an IDB clause is to generate new facts, an IC is used in stating the rules which the facts (EDB and IDB) of the database must satisfy.
Query
A query is a well-formed formula Q(t), where t is the vector (tuple) of free variables occurring in Q. An answer to the query is a tuple t H of constants such that Q(t H ) is true in the database. To simplify our discussions, we will consider only queries with no quanti®ers (i.e. all variables are free).
De®nition 1.
A query is a well-formed formula Q where all variables are free and no database predicate occurs negative.
We may further assume that there are no negations in the query since a negated built-in predicate can be replaced by its complement. Since a query may involve IDB relations, by substituting the de®nition(s) of an IDB relation, we may obtain different forms of the query. Each such forms of a query is called an extension of the query. De®nition 2. An extension of a query Q is de®ned recursively as follows:
1. Q is an extension of Q 2. Let F be an extension of Q, and let R(t) be an IDB predicate appearing in F, where t is the argument vector. Let {Rt 1 Ã D 1 ; ¼; Rt n Ã D n } be the set of IDB rules de®ning R, where D i is a conjunction of predicates,
Since t i contains only distinct variables by assumption, we can always ®nd such u i , for 1 # i # n: Under the Closed World Assumption [14] , an extension of a query Q is logically equivalent to Q itself. De®nition 3. The query cluster of Q is the set of database predicates appearing in extensions of Q. EX; W1; FV1; a; GV1; a} De®nition 4. A subquery of a query Q is any well-formed subformula of (an extension of) Q.
De®nition 5.
A partial query of a query Q is a subquery whose arguments are identical to Q.
In other words, the answer to a partial query can be taken as a subset of the answer to the query itself. We will use the term restriction to refer to unit literals that are true for a (sub-) query and the database. For example, Department cs' is a restriction obtained from the knowledge ªall programming courses are taught by cs professorsº for a query ª®nd professors who teach programming coursesº. Predicates in the query are also restrictions.
Query processing
There are a number of stages in processing a query. First, the query is parsed and an internal representation (query tree) is built. Second, which is the focus of this paper, relevant ICs are identi®ed and valid conditions are collected from them. Next, the query tree is reformulated using the collected conditions. Lastly, the access plan [16] is generated and evaluated (similar to a conventional query processor).
Motivation
An IDB rule is used in transforming the query into an expression involving only EDB relations, which, in turn, is transformed easily into a relational algebraic expression. An IDB rule is considered relevant to a given query when the head of the rule appears in the query or any of the intermediate forms of the query during the transformation process.
Unlike IDB clauses, an IC is relevant to a query when the body of the clause is about the query (or subquery). Such semantics can be captured by subsumption [3] . When a query (or subquery) subsumes the body of an IC, the body is true for every instantiation that makes the query (or subquery) true, i.e. contributes to answer [2] . Under the`if body then head' semantics, we can use the head of such a clause as a true (de®nite) fact and, within the portion of the query that has been subsumed, use it to reformulate the query; introduce a join or selection, eliminate redundant join, etc. [10] . The task to ef®ciently select the ICs that are relevant to a given query is a complicated matter. A built-in predicate in the body (for example, ,, , etc.) can be evaluated on the¯y when all its arguments are instantiated. However, the database predicates are considered satis®ed only when they appear in the query (or a subquery) in a certain pattern. For example, an IC I : H Ã A can be relevant to a query Q only if A must be evaluated in answering the query. Likewise, I
H : H Ã A; B may be relevant only if the join of A and B is required in answering Q.
It is important that the semantic analysis stage does not impose any structural limitation on the query, such as normalization (conjunctive normal form or disjunctive normal form Ref. [3] ) which is required in most of the previous proposals. Imposing such limitation requires rewriting a given query with no concern for evaluation ef®-ciency. Also, normalization generates a prohibitively large number of partial queries. We shall not impose such structural limitation.
Example 3. Let the IDB consist of the rules r1 to r5 of Example 1 and the set of ICs be I1 to I5 shown below. We will consider the query Q: A(X, a), and consequently its extensions Q1 to Q4 of Example 2. 2 satis®es the built-in predicate). And so, we can use the information that the answers must be smaller than e (i.e. X , e) in reformulating the query.
I1: X6
I2 is relevant to Q since relations B and C must be joined to derive answers for A, as shown by Q1. By the instantiation {X7/X, W 7/W1, V 7/V1, Y 7/a}, we have another condition X . a from the head of I2.
I3 is about the join of relations E and F. These database predicates appear in Q4. Although not directly, relations E and F eventually will be joined as sub-relations of the larger intermediate relations (D < E) and (F < G). The condition, W1 . 100, is valid only for the join of relations E and F. But, in evaluating Q (or Q4), tuples of E are joined not only with tuples of F but also with tuples of G, in which case I3 is not relevant. Consequently, we should not reformulate (or restrict) E because of its relationship to F alone. The same is true for F. Thus, I3 should not be used in reformulating the query.
The two database predicates D and E of I4 appear in Q4, but not as conjuncts. So, I4 is not relevant to Q. I5 states a fact about joining relations D and C, which occur in Q2. Again C is being joined not only with D but also with E, so we should not apply W1 , b to C. On the other hand, D is being joined only to C (which is the entire relation of (F < G)), and we may restrict D according to its relationship to C.
Finally, by adding the restrictions collected from the ICs, we may reformulate the query into
where the underlined selection conditions have been added.
As shown by this example, in order to select relevant ICs for a query, we must identify the relationship between the database predicates in the query cluster.
Queries with joins/unions of EDB relations
Let us assume that our query has a combination of joins and unions on EDB relations. If an IC contains only one database predicate in its body, it is relevant to the given query only if the predicate is in the query cluster. This is rather trivial so we will not consider ICs with only one database predicate in the body (such as I1 in Example 3). Furthermore, to simplify our discussions, we will consider only ICs with exactly two database predicates in the body. Generalization to ICs with more than two database predicates in the body is straightforward (presented in Section 5).
To effectively select those ICs that are relevant to a query, we ®rst identify the relationship between the predicates in the query using an AND/OR tree where an AND node represents a join operation and an OR node represents a union operation. Such a tree is called the query tree. For example, the query tree for Q e : A^B _ C _ D^E _ F^G (built-in predicates and variables are omitted) is shown in Fig. 1 . We have used ovals for AND nodes and rectangles for OR nodes. For reasons that will be explained in Section 4, nodes representing relations (in this case the leaf nodes) are treated as OR nodes. Since a database predicate in a query is represented as a node in the query tree, we shall use the name of the predicate to denote both the literal itself and the corresponding node in the query tree.
A and B in Q e are called a complete join pair since A represents the complete set of tuples being joined to B and vice versa. C does not represent the entire set of tuples of the subtree C _ D that is being joined to G. So, G and C are called a semi-complete join pair. G is called the upper level predicate and C the lower level predicate. The same type of relationship hold for pairs G and D, G and E, and G and F. Neither of C and E represents the complete set being joined to the other. C and E are called an incomplete join pair. The same is true for C and F, D and E, and D and F. C and D are a non-join pair and so is A (or B) and any of C, D, E, F, and G. We formally de®ne these relationships.
De®ntion 6. Let E 1 and E 2 be expressions. E 1 and E 2 are direct conjuncts (direct disjuncts, respectively) in an
where n . 2; and E 1 F i and E 2 F j for some i ± j; 1 # i; j # n; or 2. F F 1 r 1 ¼r n21 F n ; where r i [ {^; _}; 1 # i # n; and E 1 and E 2 are direct conjuncts (direct disjuncts, respectively) in F j , for some 1 # j # n:
De®nition 7. Let A and B be two predicates in a query Q.
The relationship of two predicates in Q is de®ned as follows:
1. A and B are a complete join pair in Q if A and B are direct conjuncts in Q.
e:g: Q ¼A^B¼
2.
A and B are a semi-complete join pair in Q if A occurs in an expression E, and E forms a direct conjunct with B, and there is at least one disjunctive operation ( _ ) in E. A is called a lower level predicate of B, and B a higher level predicate of A.
e:g: Q ¼¼A _ E 1 ¼^B¼
3.
A and B are an incomplete join pair in Q, if A and B occur in expressions F 1 , F 2 , respectively F 1 ± F 2 ; F 1 and F 2 are direct conjuncts, and there is at least one disjunctive operation in each of F 1 and F 2 .
e:g:
4.
A and B are a non-join pair in Q if, and only if, A occurs in F 1 and B occurs in F 2 , F 1 ± F 2 ; and F 1 and F 2 are direct disjuncts.
e:g: Q ¼¼A¼ _ ¼B¼¼ As suggested by discussions in Example 3, we may eliminate from consideration certain ICs according to the relationships between predicates in the query cluster.
De®nition 8. Let I : H Ã A; B be an IC clause, where A and B are database predicates. I is a potentially relevant clause (PRC) to a given query Q if A and B occur in Q either as a semi-complete join pair or a complete join pair. When the other conditions (variable patterns and built-in predicates) in the body of a PRC are satis®ed, the IC is relevant to the query, and the information in the head of the IC clause can be taken as a true fact and may be used to reformulate the relevant portion of the query. Thus, if we can ef®ciently identify PRCs for a given query, we need only check variable patterns and instantiations for the PRCs.
We introduce a labeling method for AND/OR trees to identify the relative position of a node in the tree. By merely comparing the labels leading to two nodes in the tree, we can determine their relationships (complete join, semicomplete join, etc.) and, consequently, the PRCs. We ®rst label the branches of the tree according to the following de®nition.
De®nition 9. Let b be a branch connecting a parent node P and a child node C in a query tree T. The label, l, of b is de®ned as follows:
1. If C is the only child of P, then l 1 (empty string). 2. Otherwise, l a; where a is a unique label in the tree.
By the de®nition, the label of a branch is assigned a distinguished symbol or the empty string. We de®ne a path to be a sequence of nodes on the connected link from (and including) the root node to (and including) a leaf node.
De®nition 10. The AND trace (OR trace, respectively) of a node N, denoted as a N (O N , respectively) is the concatenation of labels of branches out of AND nodes (OR nodes, respectively) in the path from the root node to node N. Example 4. Consider again the query Q e : A^B _ C _ D^E _ F^G: A labeled AND/OR tree (breath®rst) is shown in Fig. 2 In selecting the PRCs for a given query, we need only test for cases 1 and 2 of the Theorem 1. Case 4 of the Theorem 1 can be better explained in Section 4 were IDB relations are involved. For an IC I: H Ã A,B, if A and B appear in the given query Q, we need only compare the AND and OR traces of A and B. And when they fall in case 1 or 2 of the Theorem, I is a PRC. When the query instantiations satisfy the variable patterns and built-in predicates of the body of I, we may use H to reformulate the query. If one of A or B, or both do not appear in the query cluster, I is not relevant and need not be considered further.
Queries with IDB relations
The presence of IDB relations in a query complicates the task of selecting relevant ICs in two ways. First, it generates extensions which are logically equivalent to the query. Thus, an IC that may not seem relevant to the query itself may prove to be relevant to an extension of the query. This means the PRC selection process must consider not only the query expression itself but also its extensions, as shown in Example 1. Second, an IDB relation de®ned by more than one IDB rules introduces unions to the extensions. For instance, in Example 2, although the original query Q is a single predicate query, the extensions Q2, a Q3, and Q4, involve unions. Complicated as it may be, PRCs for a query involving IDB relations can be identi®ed easily by extending our works of Section 3.
IDB relations
An AND/OR tree (or a Rule/Goal tree [21] ) is constructed from the IDB rules for the predicates in the query cluster as commonly done in logic programming. A database predicate is represented by an OR node since when an IDB relation is de®ned by more than one rule the proper operation is to union the results from all de®nitions. An IDB rule (body of) is represented by an AND node which corresponds to a join operation. For example, the AND/OR tree corresponding to Q of Example 2 is shown in Fig. 3 (built-in predicates and variables are omitted). Again, we will call such a tree the query tree of Q.
De®nition 11. An R-cut, C, of a query tree, T, is a set of OR nodes representing database predicates such that for each path P of T there is exactly one node in C that lies in P.
For example, the following are all the R-cuts obtainable from the tree in Fig. 3. {A}; {B; C}; {D; E; C}; {B; F; G}; {D; E; F; G} For each R-cut C of T, we can de®ne a subtree of T where the leaf nodes are exactly those in C. By treating the interior nodes as operators (AND/OR) and leaf nodes as operands, each such subtree corresponds to an extension of the query Q. For example, the corresponding subtrees, R-cuts, and extensions for the tree of Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 4 .
In these subtrees, we can identify PRCs for the corresponding query extension using the labeling method of Section 3. Since the subtrees are static subparts of the query tree, we need not consider each separately but may identify PRCs for the entire tree, interior nodes and leaf nodes altogether. Case 4 of the Theorem 1 allows us to eliminate ICs about joins of two relations appearing in different extensions.
Example 6. The branches of the query tree of Q can be labeled as shown in Fig. 3 . The AND/OR traces of the nodes are as follows:
Among the ICs of Example 3, I2 is a PRC since the AND/ OR traces of B and C meet the condition for case 1 of the Theorem 1, and I5 is a PRC since D and C fall into case 2. I3 and I4 be eliminated from consideration since both involve pairs of relations of case 3. These agree completely with our analysis in Example 2.
We will now generalize our de®nition of PRC.
De®nition 12. (PRCÐground clauses) Let
and m $ 0 be an IC clause, where R 1 , ¼, R k are database predicates and P 1 , ¼, P m , are built-in predicates. Let Q be a query and T(Q) be its query tree. I is a potentially relevant constraint(PRC) for Q if 1. k 1 and R 1 occurs in T(Q), or 2. k . 1 and there exists an R-cut C of T(Q) such that all of R 1 , ¼, R k , occur together in C, and R i , and R j , are either a complete join pair or a semi-complete join pair, for all i ± j; 1 # i; j # k:
De®nition of PRCs with variables
Until now, variables were omitted to simplify discussions. We extend the de®nition of PRC to ®rst-order predicates with variables. The substitution u of Lemma 1 is the query instantiation of I by Q and will be denoted as u I,Q . Instantiation of an IC clause I by a query Q may not always be unique. For example, if a predicate R i occurs twice in an extension of Q, we may have two different versions of u I,Q . For each distinct version of u I,Q , we duplicate I and treat each copy as a separate IC clause. So, without loss of generality, a unique instantiation is assumed for each IC clause by a query Q. Once an IC clause has been instantiated by its query instantiation, the problem of identifying PRCs reduces to the simpler problem for ground clauses as in Section 3.
De®nition 15. (PRCÐgeneral clauses) Let I be an IC clause, Ht H Ã DC I t R ; NC I t N : I is a potentially relevant clause (PRC) to a query Q if Ht H Ã DC I t R ; NC I t N u I;Q is potentially relevant to Q by De®nition 12.
The database condition of an IC clause I can be assumed satis®ed (resolved out) by the query once I is found to be a PRC. So, the database condition of I need not be carried on any further in our process.
De®nition 16. Let I be a PRC of Q as in De®nition 15. Then, Ht H u I;Q Ã NC I t N u I;Q is called the remainder of I for Q and is represented by mod Q (I).
The remainder of a PRC allows us to focus on the nondatabase condition and the head of the PRC and also simpli®es the structure for implementation. The subscript Q will be dropped from these notations whenever the query of concern is obvious. 
modI1
H X , e Ã a a; X . a modI2 X . a Ã W1 V1 modI5 WI , b Ã W1 V1; a a
Scope of a restriction
When the body of a remainder is satis®ed, the head becomes a valid restriction. These restrictions are used in satisfying still other PRCs. These relationships are depicted in Fig. 5 . The primary objective of the semantic analysis stage is to maximize the set of restrictions S R . A collected restriction can be applied only to the relevant portion of the query tree. We call this the scope of a restriction. We present in this section, how this scope can be practically managed.
Scope of variable
Query restrictions and collected restrictions are used in satisfying the bodies of other PRCs. A condition (predicate) which holds for a variable may hold for the occurrences of the variable in the lower level of the tree. Similarly, given a restriction collected from a relevant IC, we should be able to tell (algorithmically) which database predicates in the query tree the restriction applies to. So, it is important for practical purposes that, given two predicates, we can ef®ciently decide whether one may be used to satisfy the other.
Suppose a variable X occurs as the ith argument of a database predicate R in a query Q. Then the correct instantiations of this occurrence of X are limited by the set of values in the ith attribute of R, namely P i (R). The occurrence of X is said to be range restricted by (ith attribute of) relation R, or R is called an X-range [6] . If X occurs in a built-in predicate P, as in X , 10, the values not satisfying this predicate cannot be valid instantiations for X. P is called a condition of X, or an X-condition. An X-range is also an Xcondition.
In the bottom±up evaluation of a query, when two predicates that are a join pair share a variable, the instantiations of the two occurrences must be matched. On the other hand, a variable shared by two predicates that are a non-join pair do not represent sharing of values but merging (union) of the two ranges. For example, consider the following query:
Each instantiation of W must satisfy all of W . a; AX; W; BW; Y and CW; Z _ DW; Z^W , e: The range of W in W . a is either A or B while the range of W in W , e is D. The two occurrences of variable Z in CW; Z _ DW; Z^W , e need not be instantiated to the same values. In reality, the instantiations of Z in C are collected independently from instantiations of Z in D, and the union of the two sets of instantiations makes up the instantiations for Z in the entire query formula. Thus, a condition on one occurrence of Z does not necessarily affect the order.
These situations can easily be identi®ed by use of the OR traces that were used in identifying PRCs. For example, predicates that form complete join pairs have identical OR traces. The OR trace of a higher level predicate in a semicomplete join pair is a nontrivial pre®x of the lower level predicate (Theorem 1). When an IDB predicate A(X,Y) is de®ned by rules r1 and r2, values of X will come from both r1 and r2. That means an X-condition in r1 is not necessarily valid for the X in A(X,Y) because the latter X takes its values from r2 also. However, an X-condition C x on A can be used as a valid X-condition for both r1 and r2 at query processing time since any values not satisfying C x will not contribute to the ®nal answer set. This is captured by the OR traces because the OR trace of A is always a pre®x of the OR traces of r1 and r2 (its descendents). On the other hand, if an IDB B(W,Z) were de®ned by only one rule r3, values of W in B will only come from W in r3. Thus, a W-condition in r3 is always a valid W-condition in B, and vice versa. This is also captured by the OR traces because the OR traces of B and r3 are identical since the branch out of B to its only child r3 must be labeled by the empty string, 1 (see De®nition 9).
De®nition 18. The scope of an occurrence of a variable X in a predicate P of a query Q, denoted by scope(X), is the OR trace of P. An occurrence of X whose scope is d will be represented by X d . 
According to the scope rule, selection W . a may be introduced to any of A, B, C, or D, while W , e can be introduced only to D.
Scope of an IC
Since all variables occurring in a predicate will have identical scopes (the OR trace of the predicate), it is sometimes more intuitive to talk of scopes of predicates. Thus, we shall use the notion of scope of a predicate P, denoted as Scope (P), interchangeably with the scope of variables occurring in P.
De®nition 17. Let I be a PRC, Ht H Ã DC I t R ; NC I t N ; with respect to a query instantiation u I,Q . The scope of I is de®ned as the longest (lowest) among the scopes of variables in t R u I,Q . The scope of all variables in Iu I,Q is reset to the scope of I.
The purpose of de®ning the scope of I is to de®ne the scope of the restriction H(t H ), if and when the body of I is satis®ed. Since by assumption I is range-restricted, each variable in I occur in t R . If all R i s in DC I (t R ) are pairwise complete join pairs, they all have identical scope. H(t H ) can be applied to any of the R i s or their descendants. If R i and R j are a semi-complete joint pair, H(t H ) can be used on only the lower level predicate which will have the lower (longer) scope. Since the Scope(H(t H )) is equal to the longest scope of R i s, we are able to achieve this effect just by following the scope rule. 
Q4: DX
Since the predicate W1 V1 in Q4 implies the same predicate with the same scope in mod(I2), the head X . a becomes a valid condition on X. Now, this new restriction satis®es the body of mod(I1 H ) a a is a tautology), and X , e becomes a valid X-condition. X , e and X . a can be used as conditions for any occurrence of X in the query or PRCs since their scopes are both 1 . The predicate W1 d V1 d in mod(I5) is also implied by W1 V1 in the query since ScopeW1 V1 is a pre®x of ScopeW1 d V1 d : W1 d , b is a valid condition on occurrences of W1 whose scopes are d or lower. In Q4, the occurrence of W1 in E is the only one within the scope. The reformulated query will be as follows, and this completely matches our analysis of Example 3.
Using the scope rule, we are able to manage the set of restrictions as a pool rather than having them scattered all over the query tree. This is very important for practical applications of our proposal. The dif®culties in dealing with implications between built-in predicates are well documented [18] . The complication comes from the fact that except for inequality (±) all relationship operators ( , ,, #, etc.) are transitive. This means we need to be able to infer the relationship between two terms based on their relationships to other terms. In our implementation [17] , an extended partial order lattice is used for this purpose. A node in the extended partial order lattice is either a term or a set of terms that are equal. The scope rule plays a major role in keeping this lattice as simple and manageable as possible.
Extension to few answer retrieval
An arti®cial intelligence application generally deals with a problem that seeks the best answer or few answers as opposed to seeking all answers, which is typical to a database application. A subset of possible answers should be found when not all answers are required and it is more ef®cient to do so, or only answers that satisfy certain quali®cations (good, high, large, etc.) are wanted. This concept, which we refer to as few answer retrieval (FAR), has been actively pursued, although under different names, in the literature in the ®eld of expert database system [5, 7, 11] . We present in this section how our framework can accommodate such capability.
In Prolog, FAR is achieved by rule ordering. When the rules are represented using an AND/OR tree, an answer is generated by selecting the ®rst descendant of each OR node, and then if needed, trying other alternatives until all combinations have been examined. So, for each partial query, each OR node will have exactly one descendant. We extend this idea to a set-at-a-time concept. Instead of choosing one descendent per OR node, a number of rules or a set of descendants per OR node can be selected by the heuristics supplied. This is called vertical partitioning. Vertical partitioning in deductive databases can be de®ned as selective application of IDB rules for an IDB predicate in a query (cluster). For example, if an IDB relation parent is de®ned by relations mother and father, a subset of the parent relation can be retrieved by ªtrimmingº father and using only the de®nition by mother.
Let r 1 and r 2 be two IDB rules de®ning an IDB relation R.
It can be shown that, in a nonrecursive database, the answer set of a query Q against DB EDB < IDB is equal to the union of the answer sets of Q against DB-{r 1 } and Q against DB-{r 2 }. In other words, the full set of answer can be obtained by the union of the partial answer sets of all vertical partitioned combinations. This implies that, with an adequate backtracking mechanism, we can apply vertical partitioning for FAR and guarantee that the full set of answers can be obtained if needed.
In FAR, we may not want to use an entire relation at once. For example, after vertically partitioning parent, we may still not want to use all tuples in the mother relation. Using portions of the relation to generate an answer should not be viewed as trimming branches of an OR node but, rather, it should be visualized as dividing (partitioning) a relation node horizontally. Thus, a horizontal partition is a method that takes a portion of a relation by applying selection operation. Although it is still possible to represent any relation using an OR node and a set of children nodes of facts, the horizontal view conveys the manner in which actual processing is to be performed. For instance, a relation B can be split into two partial relations, s B1,a B and s B1$a B; using a pair of complementary selection conditions, whereas, to choose between children of an OR node, a branch ordering of some type must be speci®ed. As with vertical partitioning, the union of the partial answer sets is equal to the full set of answers for the original query. We accommodate both types of partitioning for FAR.
Heuristics
We de®ne a heuristic clause that is used in FAR to be a rule in one of the following two forms:
where each R i , 1 # i # k; is a database predicate, each P j , 1 # j # m; a built-in predicate, and each t x is the argument vector of x for x [ {H; A; R 1 ; ¼; R k ; P I ; ¼; P m }: L A is a subset of IDB rules de®ning IDB relation A. FAR is a special trigger predicate for heuristic clauses. The user speci®es that FAR is requested by attaching predicate FAR to the query. The query restriction FAR satis®es the occurrences of the predicate in the body of heuristic clauses, and in effect enables them. With FAR satis®ed a heuristic clause can be treated in the same way as IC clauses; when the body of the clause is satis®ed by the instantiations of the query, the head of the clause can be used as valid information.
For heuristic clauses of the ®rst form, the head predicate will be a newly collected restriction. This will contribute to horizontal partitioning (horizontal restriction). A heuristic clause of the second form requires a different semantics. Predicate Choose is not a regular predicate that can occur in the query or in the body of a clause but a meta-predicate that simply holds information that is used by the query processor. The query processor uses only the rules speci®ed in L A as the de®nition for A. This is equivalent to trimming the other branches out of the OR node A and, thus, achieving vertical partition (vertical restriction).
De®nitions and theories on PRCs apply without change to heuristic clauses as well. The scope rule is also valid and must be enforced. We shall use the term (semantic) knowledge clauses to collectively refer to IC clauses and heuristic clauses.
Effect of vertical partition
The only way a horizontal restriction, R, may affect other knowledge clauses is when it is used to satisfy the bodies of PRCs. A vertical restriction will never participate in satisfying bodies of other PRCs since the special predicate Choose cannot appear in the body of a knowledge. However, since application of a vertical restriction to the query tree will result in a subtree of the original one, the relationships between nodes change. And, as a consequence, a knowledge clause which may not have been a PRC in the original tree may become one in the subtree, and some PRCs in the original tree might turn out otherwise.
Example 9. Let us consider again the query Qof Example 3 but only with ICs I3 and I5. The original query tree is shown in Fig. 6(a) . Here I3 is not a PRC since E and F are an incomplete join pair. On the other hand, I5 is a PRC because C and D are a semi-complete join pair. Suppose we have the following heuristic clause H1.
H1 : Chooser3 Ã BX11; W11; CV11; Y11; W11 V11; FAR H1 is a PRC since B and C are a complete join pair. H1 suggests searching only relation E for B (Choose(r3)) when not all answers are required. When this vertical restriction is applied, the query tree will become the tree of (b). Now I3 becomes a PRC while I5 becomes unrelated.
As this example shows, vertically partitioned query trees should be analyzed further by enabling constraints that would normally be disabled and vice versa. A not-sosmart method of considering such situations would be to work with heuristic clauses that yield vertical restrictions ®rst, and after the partial tree has been obtained, gather and further process PRCs for that partial tree. This method not only will require additional traversal of the tree but also can miss certain information since collected restrictions are used to satisfy the bodies of PRCs that can vertically partition the tree further. A graph traversal algorithm that would ensure capturing these situations with no additional traversal of the tree is given in Ref. [13] . The underlying idea of the algorithm is to make sure all possible PRCs are gathered in the upper level before visiting the children of an OR node that has more than one child. As soon as a vertical restriction is collected into S R (set of valid restrictions) it is applied and the branch(es) selected is treated as the only branch(es) out of the OR node. Thus, by simply ordering the nodes that are visited during the semantic analysis stage, we can collect the correct PRCs for the partial tree.
Backtracking
When the partial answer set generated by use of a heuristic clause is not satisfactory, the system is required to generate the other answers that were excluded from the ®rst set. If more than one heuristic needs to be backtracked at once, we may backtrack each one in turn. Without loss of generality, we will assume that one heuristic (thus, one restriction) is being backtracked at a time. If the restriction to be backtracked were a selection predicate, say X . a, then the complement condition, X # a; should be used in place of the ®rst one. If a vertical restriction, say, Choose(r1), is to be rolled back, the next branch(es) will be selected instead of the original one. However, as shown above, these restrictions may have affected a number of other knowledge clauses which, in turn, may have affected still others, and so on. Although it is quite dif®cult to track down exactly those that have been affected by a particular restriction either directly or indirectly, those restrictions that could not have been affected can easily be identi®ed.
Lemma 3. Let R be a restriction whose scope is Scope(R). Let H C be a restriction collected from a knowledge clause C whose body has been satis®ed by R. Then Scope(R) is a pre®x of Scope(H C ).
Proof 4. Let P be the predicate in C that had been satis®ed by R. Then Scope(R), must be a pre®x of the scopes of variables in P (by the scope rule). The scopes of all variables in C are identical and equal to Scope(H C ). Thus, Scope(R) must be a pre®x of Scope(H C ). A Corollary 1. Let R and P be two restrictions. If Scope(R) is not a pre®x of Scope(P), then R cannot have participated in deriving P, either directly or indirectly.
Proof 5. Direct consequence of Lemma 3.
According to the corollary, it is safe to assume that if Scope(R) is not a pre®x of Scope(P), P will be collected again even when R C (complement of R) replaces R. Also, those restrictions that have scopes of which Scope(R) is a pre®x may have resulted from R. Furthermore, the knowledge clauses that may have been affected by R must have body nodes with OR traces that Scope(R) is a pre®x of. Thus, it is suf®cient to examine only those nodes that have OR traces where Scope(R) is a pre®x. If a knowledge clause have been affected by R, it will be re-examined, and if a restriction were not a result of R in the ®rst place, it will be collected again. There will be new PRCs and, consequently, new restrictions that can be collected as a result of using R C . The rest of the tree need not be traversed again.
Example 10. If the restriction being backtracked had a scope of`ad' in the tree shown in Fig. 7 only the portion enclosed by the dotted line needs to be searched again (for simplicity, labels of AND branches are not shown).
Simulations
A set of simulations have been run in order to demonstrate the performance characteristics of our proposal. The output measurement, which we simply call runtime (measured in milliseconds), is the average time it takes to identify the relevant constraints and collects restrictions for a query. The database contains 20 EDB predicates (base tables), 100 IDB rules, and 500 knowledge clauses (ICs and heuristics). The average number of database predicates in an IDB rule is 3 and that of knowledge clause is 3.5. Then, for each test, one of these parameters was used as the independent variable to observe how it affects the query tree size, number of resulting PRCs, as well as a runtime. The number of queries run for each test is 2100. Fig. 8 shows how the number of knowledge clauses in the database affects the average runtime. Fig. 9 shows the resulting number of PRCs for those knowledge clauses of Fig. 8 . The two graphs are almost identical, which indicates that the runtime is dependent mostly on the number of PRCs than the total number of knowledge clauses. This was somewhat anticipated since clauses with at least one database predicate not occurring in the query tree are quickly discarded without going through the And/Or trace matching stage, and thus, will not contribute much to the total runtime. On the other hand, The PRCs will have gone through all the stages and their remainders are subject to further processing. This observation is veri®ed in the result shown in Fig. 10 where runtime is measured against the percentage of PRCs for a ®xed number of knowledge clauses. Fig. 11 shows the runtime measured against varying complexity of knowledge clauses which is de®ned as the average number of database predicates in a clause. The result shows runtime is not strictly proportional to complexity. Result shown in Fig. 12 offers a possible explanation to this by showing that the more predicates the knowledge clauses have, the less likely they will be PRCs, and consequently, add less to the overall runtime.
Number of knowledge clauses
Complexity of knowledge clauses
Size of query tree
We expect the runtime to depend strongly on the size of the query tree, which can be de®ned as the number of nodes in the tree. Let N Q and N C be the number of nodes in the query tree and the number of semantic knowledge clauses, respectively. The time required to build the tree is O(N Q ) Fig. 7 . Selective Backtracking. The number of IDB clauses and the number of EDB predicates had little effect on the runtime. The average number of predicates in IDB clauses linearly in¯uenced the size of the query tree, and consequently the runtime.
Conclusions
We have presented a way of identifying relevant knowledge clauses for a given query that may involve joins and unions on EDB and IDB relations. Our only assumption on the structure of the query is that the order of actual operations faithfully follows the structure of the given query (or equivalently, query tree). In other words, our approach is applicable to any structure of an AND/OR query without alteration. An alternative way of collecting relevant ICs for a join/union query would be to rewrite the query into disjunctive normal form and collect ICs for each partial query (conjunctive term) separately, which is the approach taken in previous works. The number of partial queries that would be generated by this approach would be exponential. On the contrary, the complexity of our method is polynomial in the number of nodes in the tree.
Since we do not rely on heavy preprocessing of the database clauses but use the branch labels of the query tree, frequent updates to IDB rules and knowledge clauses do not complicate the situation. The branch labels are used also to de®ne the scopes of restrictions gathered from the relevant knowledge clause. This allows us to consider restrictions as one big set for the entire query rather than attaching restrictions to their relative domain in the query tree, which would require traversing up and down the tree for information passing.
We have shown that the ideas of SQO can be extended to general query processing using heuristic knowledge. When not all answer is required, the heuristic clauses are triggered by attaching the special predicate FAR to the query, which in effect makes the predicate true. Then the heuristic clauses are treated as if they were stating valid facts about the database. The semantics is comparable to the event-condition-action semantics of active databases [20, 22] . A backtracking scheme that reduces redundancy has been presented.
Our simulations show that the proposed methods work well in a variety of parameter settings, which we believe are representative of an actual production database. Also, we have included in our database the examples and samples presented in previous works to demonstrate that our work is comparable, and more ef®cient, with respect to these previous works.
Recursive IDB rules have been eliminated from our consideration since they would introduce cycles to the query tree and a recursive query would have in®nitely many extensions. It has been observed [2, 12] that SQO with recursive relations require special algorithms different from those for nonrecursive ones. One way of handling recursion is to treat a recursive predicate node as a leaf node in our query tree and whenever such node is encountered, a subroutine call is made to the special algorithms dedicated to recursion [12] .
Object-oriented concepts have been incorporated into a number of deductive database systems [1, 19] . Even if complex objects were allowed, they can only occur in the built-predicates since the rules are recti®ed. Thus, the processes for identifying PRCs remain the same while the restriction collection process will have to be able to recognize object references and path expression. Another approach would be to allow function symbols in arguments and view object references as functions. By postponing the actual interpretation of the function symbols to when the built-in predicates are evaluated, only the uni®cation algorithm for obtaining query instantiations need to be expanded to deal with function symbols. However, more noble ways of incorporating object references and messages into our scheme requires further work.
By carefully managing temporary data structures, it is possible to further reduce the time complexity of the semantic analysis process by integrating the analysis stage into the query tree building process [17] . In case the knowledge clause set is signi®cantly large, a hashed index on the database predicates in the bodies of the knowledge clauses can be used to speed up this process. The hash function is applied to pairs of predicates. Hashing on pairs of predicates has advantages over hashing on single predicates since it reduces the number of collisions, thus enhancing precision. Hashing on more than two predicates only complicates the whole process. It can be shown that this is suf®cient for searching for an IC with any number of predicates in the body.
As for implementation into a deductive database system, we believe a certain amount of preprocessing can enhance overall performance. An AND/OR tree de®ning an IDB predicate is a candidate query tree, and surely will be part of a query tree that references the IDB predicate. So, it makes sense to identify PRCs and collect the remainders for each IDB predicate before query time. The remainders can be attached to the appropriate nodes according to their scopes. A query tree can be built from these precompiled trees. Also, the remainders attached to appropriate nodes may be easier to utilize, depending on the evaluation strategy of the particular deductive database system.
